Managing patients with inner ear malformations, including common cavity (CC) or cochlear aplasia with dilated vestibule (CADV), with severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss poses a substantial clinical challenge since inner ear malformations have traditionally been considered relative or absolute contraindications to cochlear implantation (CI) and their etiologies have remained largely unknown with some exceptions [1,2]. Nonetheless, CI has been generally considered a valid option for CC despite inconsistent outcomes [3]. Satisfactory short-term outcomes of CI for cochlear aplasia have also been anecdotally reported at the case report level [4,5], although CADV has traditionally been viewed as a contraindication to CI. We are thus faced with the question: what accounts for these contradictory results of CI for CC/CADV?

First, the status of the common cochleovestibular nerve or cochlear nerve can be responsible for variable outcomes in cases of CC/CADV. The fibers of the common cochleovestibular nerve or auditory tissues are thought to be distributed along the cavity wall of these anomalies [6]. This has been clinically and electrophysiologically supported by a recent observation that a full-band straight electrode clearly outperformed modiolar hugging electrodes in eliciting electrically evoked compound action potential (ECAP) responses in CADV [7]. Specifically, Yamazaki et al. [8] evaluated the spatial distribution of auditory neuronal tissue in CC deformities by electrical auditory brainstem response recording and suggested that the auditory neuronal tissue is distributed in the anteroinferior part of CC deformities. Successful stimulation by CI requires a wide distribution of the auditory tissues, a prerequisite for which is that the cochleovestibular nerve at the level of the internal auditory canal is normal or at worst mildly hypoplastic.

Next, positioning the electrode to allow maximum contact of the CI electrode with the inner wall appears to be crucial for successful CI in CC/CADV. Very recently, Bae et al. [9] reported that proper contact of the electrode with the inner wall is more likely to be important for CI success in cases of CC/CADV than appropriate placement of just the electrode tip. In their study, one subject whose CI electrode failed to contact the inner wall of the CC cavity showed only limited performance compared to others whose electrodes were in sufficient contact with the periphery of the cavity, albeit with some of the electrode tips being placed in the internal auditory canal or anterior semicircular canal [9]. In line with this, Lee and Choi [7] proposed advantages of ECAP-based positioning of full-band straight electrodes in CC/CADV cases. Indeed, they proved that a different position of the full-band straight electrode can lead to a different degree of ECAP response in the same CADV cavity. On this basis, they argued that the degree of contact with the inner wall of the cavity is the main prognostic parameter for successful CI. Further, a lower maximum comfortable level and better behavioral outcomes were observed in relation to a shorter distance between the inner wall of the CC/CADV cavity and the electrode [10]. Taken together, achieving the maximum CI outcomes in CC/CADV requires careful consideration of both the status of the cochleovestibular nerve and proper electrode contact with the inner wall of the cavity.
CADV depends on the presence of an intact or at worst mildly hypoplastic cochleovestibular nerve and proper positioning of the electrode ensuring the best contact with the inner wall of the cavity, which could sometimes be assisted by ECAP measurements.
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